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Our transition from what the world christened the ‘new normal’ to
‘never normal’ has taught us that there will always be unforeseen
volatilities to overturn the status quo.
It has taught us that the mark of a sustainable enterprise is its ability
to reinvent, recalibrate and reconfigure for the ‘next normal’ and the
evolved expectations of customers, in line with the paradigm shift.
As an organisation, we put our customer first, and this philosophy
feeds our ethos and motivates us to do better. Our collective
strengths are consolidated on driving change at the core of everything
we do - whether it is taking on radical technology transformations for
the future across our businesses, launching new initiatives or building
and nurturing our talent pool.

Customer centricity
Evolved and new-age customer preferences coupled with growing comfort to transact digitally, inspired
us to meet customers where they are. This led us to moving from products to solutions to offer greater
value to customers.
KOTAK MAHINDRA BANK
PAY YOUR CONTACT
Pay your Contact, a new feature on the Kotak
app now enables customers to send money
to any number registered against ANY app.
We are one of the three providers of this
service in India.

Winning in the ‘next normal’

82,000+

Average daily transactions per day
within 10 months, amounting to
2.5 mn transactions for March 2022

8.5X

Increase in transactions^

10+ mn

EMPOWERING WOMEN
We continue to partner with women in their
financial journey to independence with 'Silk',
a banking programme tailored for them. The
‘Meri Udaan’ sculpture, unveiled on International
Women’s Day, was specially commissioned to
honour the indomitable spirit of Aatmanirbhar
Indian woman.

Digital prowess
and technology
strengths

Customer
centricity

Reach on social media

FOREIGN EXCHANGE SERVICES:
EXCLUSIVE MANDATE
Our Bank is the only Indian Bank authorised by the
German embassy to provide a 'German Blocked
Account' that ensures a sustenance fund for
education and employment visa applicants.

Talent

We tied up with a leading NBFC to provide
domestic and international education loans.

NRI: ZOOMING UP
Launch of NR Service Desk at 225 branches
across India to better serve the unique banking
requirement of our NRI customers.

4GRI
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102-2, GRI 102-9

'Meri Udaan' on-ground event

^ From June 2021 to March 2022
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FASTag
We enabled all major recharge methods like BBPS, UPI,
PG, NEFT/IMPS/RTGS and agent recharge at all major toll
plazas and local CSCs. Our user base multiplied 4X with
monthly FASTag spends increased by 85% .

2 mn+

Kotak FASTag milestone crossed in
March 2022

2.2 lakh

MyTeam image cards issued in
FY 2021-22
Sig

na

tu

re

We partnered with Indigo Airlines to launch Ka-ching, an
exclusive credit card for travellers. Launched multiple cards
customised to different customer segments: White, Zen and
Mojo. We also launched the ‘Veer Card’ dedicated to the
armed forces.
Sig

na

tu

re

To make credit card journeys of customer seamless,
we migrated to a new technology stack for assisted & Do It
Yourself digital origination, loan origination system, business
rule engine, STP underwriting and built virtual card capabilities
for mobile Banking/online spends experience.
Sig

na

tu

re

Digital usage experience was enhanced with features like
limit management, Card usage controls, integrated rewards
redemption, setting up auto payment or future payment,
among others.

Over
12 lakh

New credit cards issued
in FY 2021-22
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We launched a payment collection app –
‘Kotak.biz’, focused on MSME segment
in partnership with Payswiff (technology
partner). The app enables merchants to
accept cards, Bharat QR and UPI payments
on their mobile phones. From payment
services such as POS/QR/UPI to CMS to
overdraft facilities, we enabled merchants
to sign up for and avail multiple services
right at the time of on-boarding. We were
among the first to introduce the 'Micro-ATM'
facility on merchants’ POS machines, helping
them offer cash withdrawal services to their
customers and earn on every transaction.

ALLIANCES

CREDIT CARDS

YoY

We onboarded online partners such as
Shopse, Paytm, PayU, for wider presence
and enabled EMI in many categories like
travel, online education, general Insurance,
Wellness etc. Grew 4X in value. All major
dealers in consumer durable, digital and
lifestyle finance are partnered with Kotak
Consumer Finance.

Instant, easy-to-avail, pre-approved loan/
ad-hoc/renewal journeys were launched
for existing customers. We introduced
Relationship Manager assisted journeys for
business loan applicants and end-to-end
digital cash flow-based lending. We are
actively upgrading legacy systems to bring
in new features and services. Instant OD/
ad-hoc limits for working capital clients were
introduced on net banking.

In partnership with IPL teams, we launched the ‘MyTeam
Image Card’, with six original franchises that renewed
their partnerships with Gujarat Titans added in the roster.
In partnership with PVR, we launched a co-branded debit
card i.e. 'Kotak PVR Debit Card'. This Debit card comes
with various benefits on movies and food & beverages at
PVR cinemas.

Crossed monthly debit card spends
for the first time in October 2021

MERCHANT

BUSINESS BANKING

DEBIT CARDS

₹2,000 cr

CONSUMER FINANCE

3.6X

Increase in digitally
sourced credit card
applications

86%

of credit card accounts
sourced digitally in
FY 2021‑22

In order to enhance consumers’ shopping
experiences, we have partnered with marquee
brands across categories. In addition to
Apple, OnePlus, Amazon, Flipkart, Tata Cliq,
Myntra and MakeMyTrip, there were 2000+
brand offers to delight our customers during
the festive season. ‘Everyday Specials’ &
‘Monthly Special’ programs were designed to
drive repeat purchase on Kotak Credit & Debit
Cards across categories such as grocery,
food delivery, apparel, travel, pharmacy, etc.
These initiatives, on Kotak Cards along with
Credit Card & Debit Cards EMIs increased
affordability, which led to improved spends
and create virtuous cycle of spending.

EMPOWERING FARMERS AND
WOMEN
We harnessed the power of regional
languages with Kotak’s 'Tez Rupaya', which
facilitates 'On Tap' funding for dairy farmers’
cash flow needs. Farmers can request loans
in regional languages via mobile phone,
receiving payment directly in bank account,
thus eliminating the need for a branch
network in some areas.

Our partnership with Pine Labs has been
instrumental in taking customised payment
solutions to some of the largest retailers in
India. Mosambee and Ezetap partnerships
have enabled us to offer versatile payment
options on android platform.

Same day settlement, merchant portal, and
debit and credit card EMIs are new features,
which have earned merchant delight.

Digital savings accounts were introduced
to help microfinance women customers,
track income and expenses and invest
their savings with an intention to grow.
To promote financial inclusion, we
helped establish Micro-ATMs and AEPS
Business Correspondents networks.

KOTAK FYN
In our endeavour to constantly evolve
and provide the best of services and
experiences to our clients, we continued
our technological journey with the launch
of our new enterprise portal – Kotak FYN.
FYN is a future-ready, one-stop digital
portal, exclusively crafted for business
banking and corporate clients, which
revolutionises the way our customers
bank. It aims to provide customers
with a seamless experience in a unified
view across product platforms. Bank’s
customers can currently use the portal to
carry out trade and services transactions
and going forward the portal will include
all the other services, including Account
services, Payments and Collections.
Its end-to-end digital architecture increases
speed and improves efficiency while

strengthening security protocols, contributing
to a growing digital ecosystem. It provides
status updates, thereby reducing queries/
document retrieval submitted along with a
secure channel with an authentication process.
The portal offers a host of features like
widget libraries, workflows, data analytics,
30+ reports, report designers, customisable
and all in one dashboard, audit trails, tracking
of limit utilisations on a real-time basis,
access to past transactions, upcoming
transaction events, among others.
Our customers can currently use the portal to
carry out trade transactions. Going forward, the
portal will include all other services, including
account services, payments and collections.
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STOCK BROKING (KOTAK SECURITIES)
To meet the funding needs of investors, we introduced
‘Trade Free Max’ plan offering margin trading facility
at the most competitive rates. We also launched
‘ace portfolios,’ offering curated portfolios from
registered investment advisors, enabling wider reach
of our research made available via videos and PDFs.
Our subscription based ‘Trade Free Youth’ was built
specifically to encourage the youth to trade in the
markets, without worrying about brokerage.

KOTAK CHERRY
Kotak Cherry – is an investment execution platform designed to
offer a holistic investing experience to users via a robust digital
app. It provides investment options ranging from stocks, bonds,
mutual funds, fixed deposits and National Pension Scheme (NPS)
to progressive investment opportunities like Exchange Traded
Funds (ETFs).
There are Investment options that are designed to fit individual
financial goals: Mutual Fund baskets, stock baskets, bonds, and
more.
A one-stop shop that eliminates the need to download multiple
apps to invest in different assets and help people invest like
experts.

Think Money, Think Cherry!

To augment customer experience, we facilitated
seamless digital account opening in under 6 minutes. As
a result, 44% of DIY accounts opened in Q4FY22 were
entirely digital i.e. did not require any human assistance.
We enhanced the online digital account application
process by displaying customised pricing plans. We
also migrated telephony to cloud with multilingual
IVR capability for faster query resolution. Multilingual
chatbots in 9 languages was launched, whereby
customers can get their queries solved in their preferred
language. We also devised a social media strategy with a
fresh tonality and content approach aimed at educating
and engaging with the customers.

LIFE INSURANCE (KOTAK LIFE INSURANCE)
Increasing awareness on the importance of long-term
protection has seen customers being more responsive to
holistic solutions than just traditional product benefits.
We aim to change from the conventional product and
pricing offerings to predict and personalise solutions
to deliver positive outcomes and experience to our
customers. We launched a Beta variant of our health and
wellness app with focus on risk assessment, physical
activity, and expert intervention for diet and nutrition
along with self-help tools on daily habits like sleep
tracking, water intake, among others.
Next steps include orchestrating an ecosystem for hyperpersonalised engagements based on customers’ health
risk and demonstrated lifestyle behaviours to influence
health outcomes with favourable price revisions.

GENERAL INSURANCE
(KOTAK GENERAL INSURANCE)
We launched multiple DIY services to help customers
with their policy servicing requirements such as
intimating claims, submitting documentation, among
others. A customer engagement framework was
actioned for increasing customer-stickiness and
experience. We are revamping the website to provide an
extremely seamless and simple customer experience.
To provide impetus to our aspiration of growing the
health insurance portfolio, we have carved out a
dedicated agency vertical solely focused on distributing
health insurance products. The General Insurance
business onboarded significant digital partners like
Policy Bazaar, Paytm, OLA, Cars24, Spinny and PhonePe,
taking our products to 50+ digital platforms. We created
a similar focus on our digital bancassurance modelthrough dedicated digital campaigns, small-ticket
products and micro customer journeys.

MUTUAL FUND (KOTAK MUTUAL FUND)
To increase awareness on mutual fund investing,
we launched the ‘Investmentor’ campaign* educating
audience on financial planning, mutual funds types and
their categories. The campaign ran for two seasons with
ten episodes in each.
Additionally, investor awareness programmes were
conducted at 113 venues, educating the participants
on mutual funds and its benefits. We conducted such
programmes in adopted cities such as Bhagalpur,
Solapur, Kullu, Agra, Rohtak, Panipat, Gwalior, Kangra,
Mandi and Gorakhpur.

At Kotak, we have always believed in
simplifying our customers’ financial
journey. We come up with innovative
solutions to the ever-evolving
challenges, enabling our customers to
adapt seamlessly to the new realities.

* In association with MoneyControl.com and Network 18 television channel
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Digital Prowess

CONVERSATIONAL BANKING

Since our inception, we have always been a bank at the forefront of transformation in the industry.
To stay ahead of the accelerated shift in the delivery model to digital, we undertook several initiatives
aimed at enhancing customer delight and convenience by creating industry first, hassle-free,
user-friendly journeys for existing and new-to-bank customers. As the Bank heads into FY 2022-23,
the pace of digital transformation will only accelerate.
CONSUMER BANKING
MOBILE APP: SUPER APP FOR ALL
FINANCIAL NEEDS
Kotak Mobile Banking offers a feature rich
mobile banking experience with 250+ features
live. App continues to be amongst the top
rated banking app in both IOS and Android. We
augmented its versatility by adding vernacular
language support; payment systems such as
pay your contact, gifting, pay confirmation,
and foreign remittances; free credit score,
re-KYC and address update, search for a home,
investment research, NPS, dedicated loan
section among others. At the same time, the app
now empowers consumers with controls across
payment gateway limits, transaction limits,
and quick access to report frauds and raise
disputes. Other features include Insta Overdraft,
NPS and pre-approved offers on all products.

Among the top-rated banking apps

4.8

4.4

1.6X

2.3X

on App Store

Increase in
transaction value

Keya and WhatsApp banking emerged
as mainstream banking channels,
offering improved responsiveness of the
contact centre and frictionless services
to our customers.

19 lakh+

Customers served by Keya

5.7 lakh+
Customers served on
WhatsApp banking

Now, Kotak811 customers can enquire
about features and charges, and carry
out mobile and DTH recharges. We also
improved our Artificial Intelligence (AI)
Natural Language Processing (NLP)
capabilities, which resulted in 95%
accuracy in query responses.

on Google Play

IN-APP SHOPPING ECOSYSTEM
‘KayMall’

Growth in transaction
volumes

We offer a curated selection of shopping
and travel options on the mobile banking app
for customer convenience, called ‘KayMall’.
Merchants added during FY 2021-22 include
TATA 1MG, QwikCilver (gift voucher partner),
Myntra, Meatigo, Cheelizza, Mad Over Donuts
and Meatigo. We are soon going to onboard
15+ merchants.

40%*

Increase in monthly
active users for
mobile app

1.9X

Growth in KayMall
transactions

66%

Growth in travel
category

115%

Increase in
e-commerce category

NET BANKING
We continued to focus on improving our revamped net
banking platform. New loan products such as Insta
Business Loan, DigiOD and Loan Against Securities
were added. Pre-approved offers in insurance were
rolled out, along with a redesigned policy section.
We also revamped one-stop service request section
with 70+ options.

44%

Increase in annual logins

YoY | *March 2022 vs. March 202
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19%

Increase in 30 day
active users

DIGITAL PAYMENTS
We went live with the Bharat Bill Payment
System (BBPS) integration, enabling new
categories like Housing Societies, Hospitals,
Education, Clubs and Associations to make
payments.

154%

Growth in UPI
remittance volume

222%

Growth in in-app UPI
remittance volume

DIGITAL LENDING
We are digitalising end-to-end journeys, both
DIY and assisted, from product discovery to
loan servicing. All platforms and downstream
systems are being migrated to more robust
systems to enhance these offerings and
improve customer experience. Further,
we implemented various digital enablers
to improve efficiency and reduce TAT for
processing loan applications.

4.3X

Increase in digital
sourcing of Home Loans

10.4X

Increase in digital
sourcing of Personal
Loans

*Artificial intelligence (AI) Natural language processing (NLP) |

YoY

Give your investments the safety and
advantages of AAA rated bonds and SDL
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COMMERCIAL BANKING

»

»

»
»
»

LIFE INSURANCE (KOTAK LIFE INSURANCE)

»

Extended electronic commodity-based funding
(eCBF) platform for commodity funding over internet,
empowering collateral managers in bank with
improvement in TAT

»

Capitalised on WhatsApp’s engagement capabilities to
increase e-consent, reaching 38% WhatsApp consent
penetration with 90% on incremental commercial
vehicle portfolio in March 2022

»
»

Made the WhatsApp service available in English and
Hindi languages, and are due to launch seven regional
languages

»

Increased overall volume of customer interactions via
WhatsApp banking by 55% between August 2021 and
March 2022

»

Sent e-welcome loan kits to customers saving paper
and other allied costs

»
»
»

»
»
»
»
»

Helped pivot Kotak Securities as a leader in digital services by
launching a future-ready, cloud-based trading stack, Kotak Neo,
in March 2022.
Created open API architecture to enable customers to manage
and execute their trading plan

Used an analytical model to dynamically assess customer needs
along with ‘likely-to-buy’ product recommendations for better
productivity and need-based selling
Enabled a 2-click insurance purchase journey for simplified term
products
Ensured faster claims process for customers on the website/
digital medium for submission and end-to-end tracking of claims
settlements
Facilitated 100% digital on-boarding of distributors through KLIRecruit
Registered 25,000+ new entries in BOOST app (mobile app for
advisors with full business visibility and nudge mechanism)

74%
WHOLESALE BANKING

STOCK BROKING (KOTAK SECURITIES)

Strengthened bionic capabilities in traditional distribution
channels to provide quality customer advisory and engagements

Service transactions processed
digitally viz. OPM, webchat,
WhatsApp, call centre IVRs

GENERAL INSURANCE
(KOTAK GENERAL INSURANCE

»

Launched escrow platform, in addition to upgrading reporting
modules, to offer an end-to-end DIY journey

»
»

Continued to widen our partnership ecosystem with fintech
players in trade, supply chain and acquiring and launched
seamless B2B CUG card programme, frictionless international
bin sponsorship programme and white labelled SCM platform

»
»
»

380%
35%^

Growth in monthly
active clients*

Launched multiple initiatives across the customer journey, from
buying to policy issuance, servicing to claims
Made renewals easy with 2-click voice guided journey on mobile
Launched DIY self-service on website for policy servicing related
needs and online buying of cyber insurance
Established a dedicated digital business unit with a mandate to
significantly grow the D2C and digital partnership business.
Ramped up digital distribution to include 50+ partners
Launched video-based streaming service to deliver better claims
experience, while an external surveyor portal was created for endto-end claims settlement, making the claims process faster and
more efficient

34%

Increase in trading
volume on mobile app

Growth in D2C (direct to
customer) business

92%

Automation for policy
issuance achieved in
FY 2021-22

MUTUAL FUND (KOTAK MUTUAL FUND)

»

Continued to focus on enhancing customer touch points to
strengthen overall experience

»

Unlocked greater financial freedom for customers by enabling
pledging of mutual funds as collateral to increase trading limits

»

Enabled guest IPO applications on ipo.Kotaksecurities.com,
which smoothens IPO application process even without opening
Demat account with Kotak Securities

42%
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Policies under non-med limit
issued within 3 hours*

Continued to upgrade our mobile and API banking platform,
NFO Opens on 8th October 2021 and closes on 13th October 2021
and enabled CMS 24x7 and instant CMS services to provide a
unique, open-banking and on-the-go experience.

Reduced time to open DIY trading accounts to under six minutes
with customised pricing plans

YoY | * Trading at least once a month | ^March 2022 vs. March 2021

4X

Launched a new website and enhanced our WhatsApp bot to
service the customer on the fly
Enhanced our distributor portal ‘Business Hub’ and our e-learning
portal with an aim to reach and service distributors digitally

Investor base growth
through website

41%

Growth in Assets Under
Management (AUM)
through website

30%

Growth in Systematic
Investment Plan (SIP)
through website

YoY | * ’Rapid issuance’ implemented from December 2021
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

Technology strengths

Bank has enhanced service request (SR) offerings
across all digital channels with 65% of overall SRs
raised via digital. An Automation Centre of excellence
(CoE) was created to scale automation projects to
enhance Customer Experience (CX), risk mitigation
and build 2X business efficiencies. The customer now
has the option of tracking their cheques on the cheque
portal and updating the address via net banking.

The never normal, ever changing world of financial services
has only made our resolve stronger to consolidate and
reinforce its technology environment. Focused technology and
digital investments are pivotal to Kotak to usher in the new age
of digital banking and experiences for its customers.
The significant investments we made in transformation
projects, and in up-fronting technology spends towards
strengthening our core, are building granularity across our
businesses.

PARTICIPATION IN PUBLIC ECOSYSTEMS
Bank joined the Account Aggregator (AA) ecosystem to
empower customers to control the access to their data.
AA ecosystem data will be utilised in lending journeys
to start with. OCEN platform was integrated for realtime, cashflow-based lending to existing customers.
We are live on the GeM (Government e-Marketplace)
Sahay platform.

SALESFORCE
The Bank has invested in a multi-year enterprise contract with 'Salesforce'
allowing all the Bank's employees to use the cloud based 'Salesforce' platform
for various sales and service processes. Salesforce is a market leading platform
to create digital applications for customers and partners, such as CRM, partner
portals, customer on-boarding journeys, among others.
Our aim is to provide customers an Omni-channel DIY and assisted experience
transforming servicing through automated processes and single integrated
view across multiple business lines & systems and at the same time to improve
employee productivity.
The benefits expected are:

Customer
• Common channel for all
service requirements
• Quick TAT due to
automated processes
• DIY options for anytime,
anywhere self-service

Employees
• Single window view for all
customer holdings
• View past interactions and
predicted needs

Organisation
• Satisfied customers
• Cost reduction
• Higher cross-sell

• Reduce number of hops across
systems, thereby increasing
productivity
• Service-to-Sales opportunities

CLOUD
Few years back, adoption of cloud technology was nascent, the widespread acceptance began only in FY 2021-22. As a result of Kotak’s
adoption of a cloud-first strategy, we witnessed a significant increase in
the number of projects requesting cloud hosting. Our primary goal is to
establish a model that makes it possible to adopt cloud computing in a
meaningfully shorter period with minimal friction.
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FINTECH COLLABORATION

RISK AND ANALYTICS
In consumer banking, we strengthened our in-house risk and
analytics, and built data capabilities across internal and external
sources. This made it easier for various businesses to adapt
these capabilities, complementing our inherent risk-oriented
and prudence approach.
With a renewed focus on consumer insights, we aim to develop
consumer-centric strategies in a hyper-personalised way
by integrating Business Analytics (what is happening) and
Consumer Insights (why it is happening). We are currently
improving existing products and services, driving product and
feature innovation, and exploring new opportunities.
In commercial banking, we extensively used data to predict
repayment behaviour of our customers for efficient receivable
management, analyse historical delinquencies and predict
future defaults. Segmental analysis and portfolio evaluation
were also powered by analytics on a regular basis.
Wholesale banking is digitising its support services to enhance
and automate customer journeys by implementing solutions
like DIY journeys, digital signing, Robotics Process Automation
(RPA) and by way of implementing 'One Customer – One Service
Relationship Manager'. For increase in productivity and addition
to bottom line, we are moving towards new-age analytics like
graph data science, big data implementation, among others.
We are also tying up with fintechs to widen presence across
analytics lifecycle, including the descriptive, diagnostic,
predictive and prescriptive aspects.

CONNECTED AND API BANKING
Kotak Connected Banking Platform, launched in
FY 2021-22, enabled business banking customers to
link their Kotak Bank account to platforms used for
accounting, invoicing, collections, logistics, among
others. Such an integration completely automates
processes, which significantly cut down collection
cycle time among other benefits. This feature is
live for customers using Zoho Books and Hylobiz
platforms (logos) for their GST accounting and
invoice collection.

1,000+

Active accounts till
March 2022

Partners onboarded
across lending and
payment products

Our Life Insurance business recently launched a digital
business unit, offering a wide range of insurance
solutions to customers across a host of digital
mediums – website, mobile app and partners’ digital
assets.
Our brokerage business is also constantly collaborating
with fintechs. For instance, we acqui-hired TradeGyaani
and made investments in Kredent Infoline Ltd and
Flipitmoney.

CYBERSECURITY AND FRAUDS

We also provide 40 APIs via a sandbox environment,
which enables customers/fintechs to integrate banking
services inside their own ERP and accounting platforms.

312

Bank is building a thriving partnership ecosystem of
fintechs, aggregators and startups with Open Banking.
These partners will enable us to provide quality, tailormade financial solutions through collaborations in the
emerging technology areas of AI, automation, lending,
payments, API banking and blockchain.

234

Partners live

200+

Registrations on
sandbox till March
2022

Bank enhanced its security monitoring and incident
response capability by implementing advanced
solution with extensive AI/ML functionality. We
deployed SIMBINDING and device management.
Customers have the option to report frauds for blocking
channels – on net banking, website, transaction Alert
SMS and contact centre, and dedicated fraud helpline.
Card control options for debit, credit and forex cards,
with management capabilities. The Card Security
Standard (PCIDSS) was implemented for enhancing
security controls.

75%

Improvement in TAT for
inward remittances

50%

Improvement in TAT for
eGBO (electronic General
Banking Operations)
services for corporates
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Talent
We prioritise nurturing of a talent pool, which will remain aligned to organisational goals and help us
transform customer experience. We are also imbuing future readiness into the workforce by ensuring
organisation-wide digital dexterity.

TALENT ACQUISITION
To attract the right talent, Bank is leveraging the ‘Being Future
Ready’ strategy, which focuses on making Kotak ‘young’
through various hiring programmes. We hire the best minds
who can be groomed and nurtured to be future leaders at
Kotak under our flagship programmes: Kotak Young Leaders,
Kotak Young Managers and Kotak Young Bankers.
Across campuses, Bank has conducted Hackathons for better
engagement and branding, participated in Techfest by IITBombay, dedicated campus hiring and induction programme
for Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM).
To bridge the skill gap for roles especially in IT, digital and
business intelligence, we have introduced STEM and critical to
quality parameters during the candidate screening process to
ensure the hiring of candidates with the right skill sets to meet
future demand.

Kotak’s most valued assets are its
people. The Group has built a formidable,
resourceful and dedicated talent
pool that embraces opportunities,
push the levers of change, and create
lasting value.

TALENT MANAGEMENT
Building a diverse and inclusive culture has been a focus for
the bank over the last few years. We framed the diversity and
inclusion statement and launched policies such as 'New Mother
Benefit' for Kotak Wonder Women to promote gender equity.
The policy aims to aid those Kotak Wonder Women who are
returning to work, by setting up a reliable support system to take
care of their infants. To improve diversity mix, small steps such
as theme- based events like ‘YES SHE CAN’ was broadcasted on
YouTube, efforts like ‘Break the Bias’, broke barriers and offered
more opportunities to women. Change is visible with the rising
percentage of women working across the Board.

27%

Bank’s women employee base

We worked towards increasing focus on e-learning for
delivering programmes at various stages of the employee
lifecycle. Interventions such as Learning A-Fair, which focused
on 7 themes spanning 73 sessions was launched in February
2022. We invested in key learning interventions to upskill our
employees to become more future-ready, such as DREAM
(Digital Readiness Enabler and Awareness Measure), an
opportunity to increase digital quotient for employees. With a key
focus on automating HR processes, transactions and making
work-life easy for employees, we launched Kotak Worklife Mobile
App in FY 2021-22.
We continue to work on strengthening our listening culture
and platforms for top-down communication. Kotakites are
given the opportunity to voice their opinion through an annual
employee engagement survey, ‘My Kotak My Say’. To strengthen
organisational preparedness, Kotak Life has institutionalised
‘Digitude’, a programme to enhance talent capabilities with
specific focus on digital dexterity and skill transformation for its
managerial workforce.

TALENT RETENTION
We also launched K-Applaud, our rewards and recognition
platform to keep alive our culture of appreciation via monetary
and non-monetary reward programmes.
Various interventions were rolled out for future leadership
capability building for key talent such as ‘Kotak Young Leaders
Council (KYLC). KYLC is a flagship initiative, where young
Kotakites, who become part of the council, get to interact with
the leadership team and work as a cohort with them.
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EDUCATING OUR PEOPLE AND PARTNERS
Kotak Mutual Fund empowers the Independent Financial Advisors
(IFA) and their employees with ProStart - the online training platform
with 28 training modules in 10 languages. It hosted 260+ live training
programmes, where 17,000+ IFA and their employees participated in
FY 2021-22. It also empowered 22,000+ MFDs with Kotak Business
Hub, where they could efficiently manage their business and market
the products with co-branded content.

Great Place to Work® Institute certifies
Kotak Mahindra Bank as

‘One of India’s
Best Employers
Among NationBuilders’ in 2021

